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Dead-Zone Digital Controllers for Improved Dynamic
Response of Low Harmonic Rectifiers
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Abstract—This paper introduces a simple digital control method
that enables fast regulation of the output voltage in low harmonic
rectifiers with power factor correction (PFC). The method is based
on the use of an insensitive region, i.e., “dead-zone,” in analog-to-
digital conversion, for elimination of the output capacitor voltage
ripple in the feedback loop. The dead-zone can either be fixed and
larger than the maximum ripple magnitude, or it can be dynami-
cally adjusted in accordance with the output load. Simple imple-
mentations of these two dead-zone controllers are shown on an
experimental completely digitally controlled 250-W boost PFC op-
erating at 200-kHz switching frequency. The experimental results
show that this control method results in low current harmonics and
improved load transient responses, which are significantly faster
than in low-harmonic rectifiers with conventional low-bandwidth
voltage-loop controllers.

Index Terms—Analog-to-digital conversion, low-bandwidth
voltage-loop controllers, power factor correction (PFC).

I. INTRODUCTION

D IGITAL control of switch mode power supplies (SMPS) is
becoming increasingly common not only in high-power,

low-frequency supplies, but also in low-to-medium power
high-frequency applications, including dc/dc converters and
single-phase low-harmonic rectifiers with power factor correc-
tion (PFC rectifiers, or PFCs).

Recent publications [1]–[16] demonstrate not only that
completely digitally controlled experimental PFCs with perfor-
mance comparable to state of the art analog implementations
are feasible, but also that further enhancements of dynamic
characteristics can be achieved through digital control [2]–[7].
Some of the reported experimental systems also include new
interesting features such as multimode operations [6], [7], [13],
simple paralleling [9], [10], or implementation of controllers
with a smaller number of active and passive components [6],
[11]. In addition, the digitally controlled PFCs have improved
flexibility and programmability.

Although the advantages of digital control have been recog-
nized, dedicated analog controllers are still dominant in single-
phase PFCs, mostly due to a higher complexity and overall cost
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Fig. 1. Digitally controlled PFC rectifier.

of digital systems. In order to successfully utilize advantages
of digital control in practice, our focus is on system improve-
ments without penalties in the system complexity or cost. With
this goal in mind, in this paper we introduce a simple digital
control method for dynamic response improvements in digitally
controlled PFCs. In comparison with conventional solutions,
the proposed method significantly improves dynamic responses
using a simple hardware, which can result in less conserva-
tive design of the PFC power stage and a downstream dc/dc
converter.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a digitally controlled PFC
rectifier. The switching converter is controlled by two loops: an
inner, current loop that forces the rectified input current to
follow the rectified input voltage waveform according to:

(1)

and an outer voltage loop, which regulates the output voltage by
changing the factor , the ratio of the input voltage and the input
current, i.e., the emulated resistance .

In order to maintain a low distortion of the input current, the
change of the emulated resistance must not be influenced by
the output capacitor ripple at even harmonics of the line fre-
quency [17], [18]. In conventional designs, the elimination of
the even harmonics’ influence is accomplished through a slow
voltage loop [17], the bandwidth of which is usually 10–20 Hz.
By closing the loop at a crossover frequency significantly lower
than the frequency of the second line harmonic and by providing
a strong attenuation at frequencies higher than the crossover,
the emulated resistance is kept nearly constant during a line
period. However, the dynamic response of the low-bandwidth
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voltage controller is poor and over-design of the power stage
and a downstream dc/dc converter may be required to account
for increased voltage overshoots and dips during transients.

A number of analog and digital methods for improvement of
voltage loop characteristics that include ripple cancellation, fil-
tering, and regulation band circuits have been proposed [2], [3],
[7], [15], [19]–[23]. In the ripple cancellation techniques, an es-
timation of the output voltage ripple is performed and the esti-
mated ripple is subtracted from the error signal of the voltage
loop. The voltage loop controller presented in [21] uses a phase
locked loop (PLL) as the ripple estimator. The magnitude of
the ripple is estimated from the output current measurement,
where it is assumed that the output capacitance is constant. A
method for ripple cancellation that does not require the output
current measurement and can be used in systems with constant
output capacitance is introduced in [3]. A method that allows
ripple cancellation even when the output capacitance varies is
presented in [22]. Based on the output voltage and current mea-
surements, the output capacitance is estimated and a variable
gain of the voltage loop is adjusted to achieve effective ripple
elimination.

Methods based on the use of analog or digital filters for ripple
elimination [3], [7], [19], [20] do not require output current mea-
surements. To effectively filter out the undesirable components
from the voltage loop, a notch filter with a large factor and
a well-tuned center frequency, which matches the frequency of
the output capacitor ripple, is required. The filter characteris-
tics should not change with temperature or aging. Moreover, in
universal input applications, the filter should be able to “recog-
nize” changes in the line frequency and accordingly adjust the
center frequency. Because of these constraints, an analog notch
filter implementation is not practical. Practical digital filter im-
plementations have been presented [7], including a self-tuning
comb filter (STCF) that automatically detects frequencies of the
even harmonics and accordingly sets the center frequencies of
the “notches” to eliminate the ripple.

In all of the above reviewed methods, additional analog or
digital processing is required in order to improve the voltage
loop dynamics. Relatively simple analog control methods based
on an error amplifier that has a gain dependent on the amplitude
of the input signal have been presented in [19], [20], [23]. In
steady state, when the error is small (i.e., within a regulation
band), the error-amplifier gain is zero (or small) and the output
voltage ripple component does not significantly affect operation
of the current loop. During transients, when the error is large
(i.e., outside the regulation band), the gain of the error amplifier
is increased to improve the response speed. The “dead-zone”
digital controllers proposed in this paper are based on a similar
idea. The implementation includes only a simple modification
of the analog-to-digital converter characteristic and does not re-
quire any additional hardware or processing.

The paper is organized as follows: the control method based
on a dead zone in analog to digital conversion is presented in
Section II. Section III describes the voltage compensator de-
sign. An adaptive adjustment of the dead zone, which results
in improved static regulation, is presented in Section IV. Exper-
imental results obtained from a completely digitally controlled
boost PFC prototype are presented in Section V.

Fig. 2. Voltage loop regulator with a dead-zone controller.

Fig. 3. Variation of the output voltage around the reference value during a load
transient for the properly selected resolution of the analog-to-digital converter
in a dead-zone controller.

II. DEAD-ZONE CONTROL METHOD

In a properly operating PFC rectifier shown in Fig. 1, the dif-
ference between the instantaneous input power and the constant
output load power causes the output capacitor ripple at
twice the line frequency . The peak-to-peak amplitude of
this voltage ripple is approximately [17]

(2)

where is the output capacitance value, is the dc output
voltage and 2 . The maximum value of this ripple
is one of the design constrains that determines the value of the
output capacitor. In the dead-zone control method, the max-
imum ripple amplitude is also used to set the resolution of the
analog-to-digital converter for the output voltage sensing.

A description of operation of the dead-zone controller is
given through the diagrams shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2
shows a block diagram of the digital voltage loop controller.
The attenuated output capacitor voltage , which can
be written as a sum of its dc value and the ripple
component

(3)

is converted into its digital equivalent using an
analog-to-digital converter. The analog voltage is sampled and
measured at each 1 seconds, where the sampling fre-
quency is significantly higher than twice the line frequency.
The sampled and converted value is then compared
with a digital reference value ref and the resulting output
voltage error signal is processed by a digital PI com-
pensator. The output of the voltage loop compensator is
multiplied by a digital value proportional to the input voltage

(see Fig. 1) resulting in the current loop reference.
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From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the output of the analog-to-
digital converter produces the same value at the output as long
as the voltage variation around the mid-point of an A/D bin
is smaller than , where is the quantization step of the
analog-to-digital converter.

By using a PI regulator, which forces the average value of
the error signal to be zero (i.e., operation of the A/D inside
the “zero-error bin”), and an A/D with a relatively coarse
resolution, the output voltage ripple can be eliminated from
the voltage loop. This can be achieved if the quantization
level around the reference voltage is larger than the attenuated
worst-case peak-to-peak ripple

(4)

The worst-case ripple is taken to be when the output power is
at the maximum . Fig. 3 shows the output voltage
ripple and the low-resolution A/D converter’s quantization
levels around the reference voltage in steady state and during a
load transient, which causes a change of the output voltage.

In steady state, the voltage error is zero and the output
capacitor ripple does not affect operation of the voltage loop.
During a transient, the output voltage is out of the zero-error
bin, and the voltage loop compensator reacts in order to return
the output voltage to regulation. In order to capture the moment
when the transition from zero error range occurs and to react
quickly to the load transient, the output voltage is sampled at
the frequency significantly higher than the second harmonic fre-
quency. With a proper selection of the operating point of the
analog-to-digital converter and the attenuation factor , the
condition given by (4) can be easily satisfied.

In the approach illustrated by (4) and the block diagram of
Fig. 2, the error in the dc output voltage regulation is smaller
than the difference between the quantization step and the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the capacitor voltage ripple. The
regulation error is larger at light loads or with capacitive loads,
when the actual output capacitor voltage ripple is smaller than
the maximum ripple. In most cases, the maximum possible
steady-state error , which corresponds to the zero-ripple
case, is acceptable. A modification of the dead-zone controller
to improve the static voltage regulation is presented in Sec-
tion IV.

III. COMPENSATOR DESIGN

In order to design a voltage loop compensator we start from
the block diagram shown in Fig. 4, which incorporates a large
signal model of the PFC rectifier [17] and the voltage control
loop. The input port of the PFC behaves as a lossless resistor,
where the emulated resistance is controlled by the output of the
voltage loop compensator. The power absorbed by the resistor
is transferred to the power source and its averaged value over
the switching cycle is given by

(5)

where is the amplitude of the input line voltage. It can
be seen that this is a nonlinear, time-varying system. The gain

Fig. 4. Large-signal model of the voltage loop with the dead-zone controller.

of the system varies over time as the line voltage changes and
the dependence between the output voltage and the control
signal is nonlinear. Moreover, the coarse resolution of the
analog-to-digital converter brings additional nonlinearity in the
closed loop system.

The compensator design is performed in three steps. First,
the model of the system is manipulated to obtain a linear depen-
dence between the control variable and the output voltage.
Then, the “frozen coefficient” method [24] is used to linearize
the resulting time-varying system, and finally a digital PI com-
pensator that provides a fast system response is designed.

A. Circuit Manipulation

A transformed large-signal model of the PFC shown in
Fig. 5(a) is obtained by replacing the power source of the
system in Fig. 4 with a controlled current source. The output
current of the controlled source is

(6)

where is the dc value of the output voltage, which is as-
sumed to be much larger than the output capacitor ripple. It can
be seen that the system in Fig. 5(a) consists of a time-varying
current source controlled by the control variable , A/D
converter, and a linear time-invariant part comprised of a par-
allel connection of the output capacitor and the load (output
impedance ).

B. Voltage Loop Compensator Design

To design a compensator for the time varying system of
Fig. 5(a), we use the frozen coefficients method [24]. In this
approach, we “freeze” the time-varying system at a selected
time point and analyze the structure as if it were a time in-
variant linear system. The system is frozen at the point which is
assumed to be the most critical for its stability: when the input
line voltage has the maximum value
and when the additional gain introduced by analog-to-digital
converter nonlinearity is the largest. The maximum instanta-
neous value of the input voltage in a universal-input PFC is

260 V.
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Fig. 5. (a) Time-varying large-signal model of the dead-zone controller with linear dependence between control variable u(t) and output voltage v(t) and
(b) time-invariant linear system obtained using frozen coefficients method.

Fig. 6. Describing function of an analog-to-digital converter that shows
dependence of the effective “gain” on the ratio of the input signal magnitude
V and the quantization level V .

The gain variation introduced by the coarse resolution A/D
is analyzed using an approximate method based on describing
functions [25]. The describing function of the A/D with the
quantization level equal to is plotted in Fig. 6. It can be seen
that the “gain” of the A/D depends on the input signal amplitude
and can be as large as 4 . Fig. 6 also provides an additional ex-
planation of the dead-zone controller operation. It shows that the
“gain” of the A/D is zero for the amplitudes of the input signal
smaller than one half of the quantization level. In the case of the
PFC controller this corresponds to a complete elimination of the
output voltage ripple when its peak-to-peak amplitude is inside
the zero-error bin, i.e., within the dead-zone.

With the aim of transforming the system of Fig. 5(a) into a
time-invariant linear system, the maximum gains of the time-
varying current source and the A/D can be replaced with their
maximum values, and 4 respectively, as shown in
Fig. 5(b).

After the linear time-invariant system is obtained, a fast dig-
ital compensator can be designed. In the experimental proto-
type, which is described in Section V, a constant coefficients
PI regulator is used. The compensator is obtained through dig-
ital redesign, where an analog compensator is designed first
and then its digital equivalent is constructed using the pole-zero

Fig. 7. Voltage loop regulator with the self-adjusting dead-zone controller.

mapping technique [26]. The discrete time control law of the
compensator is given by

(7)

The compensator characteristic can be adjusted by changing the
gain and , the parameter that determines the frequency of
the compensator zero.

It should be noted that the design based on the frozen coef-
ficients method does not always guarantee the system stability.
In order to confirm the system stability under all operating con-
ditions, the stability assessment method described in [27] can
be applied. In this method, which is based on the circle crite-
rion [28], the system stability verification involves two steps.
First, the output voltage control loop of Fig. 5(b) is divided into
two parts: a time-varying element represented by a sinusoidal
current source, and a time-invariant linear part that contains all
other parts of the block diagram. In the second step, the Nyquist
plot of the linear part and the gain variation of the time-varying
part, representing a half plane, are drawn in the same plane.
These plots allow application of the circle criterion [28], which
states that the system is stable if the Nyquist’s plot does not in-
tersect the half-plane of the time-varying gain. Further details
of the stability assessment can be found in [27].

IV. SELF-ADJUSTABLE DEAD-ZONE CONTROLLER

An improvement of the fixed dead-zone controller that elim-
inates the output voltage steady state error for light loads or ca-
pacitive load conditions and further improves voltage loop dy-
namic response is shown in Fig. 7.

The improvements of the fixed dead-zone method presented
in Section II are obtained using a higher-resolution analog-to-
digital converter , a comparator, a threshold adjust-
ment circuit, and a dual-mode voltage loop compensator. The
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idea of the dual-mode voltage loop compensator as an enhance-
ment of the regulation-band approach in analog PFC controllers
originates from [19].

The controller operates as follows: as long as the amplitude
of the voltage error signal is smaller than the threshold

, the comparator output is low and the voltage loop PI
compensator operates in a slow low-bandwidth mode with the
voltage loop closed in the 10–20 Hz range. The low-bandwidth
mode results in zero steady state error and elimination of the
second harmonic from the voltage loop. During a transient,
the voltage error signal exceeds the threshold value, sets the
comparator to high level and causes a change of the voltage
loop compensator to a high-bandwidth mode that provides
faster response. The change of the PI compensator mode is
performed through a change of the controller coefficient values

, and in (7). Design of the controller and selection of
the coefficient for the low-bandwidth mode are based on the
low-frequency model of the rectifier obtained by averaging
over a half line cycle [17].

The adaptive threshold adjustment is implemented as shown
in Fig. 7. A block that performs rectification and low-pass fil-
tering of the voltage error signal sets up the threshold to a value
slightly higher than the steady-state voltage ripple amplitude.
The filtering and the threshold calculation are performed as

(8)

where is the threshold value, is the number of voltage
error samples and is a correction factor, which ensures that
the threshold is always slightly larger than the amplitude of the
steady state voltage error ripple. The low-pass filter does not
allow fast threshold variations during transients, and provides a
slow adjustment of the dead-zone in accordance with the steady
state ripple value. Consequently, it allows further improvements
of both static and dynamic characteristics of the voltage loop.

The filtering and the threshold computation based on (8) are
suitable for fixed-point DSP implementation where the required
memory for storage of the error samples is easily available. Al-
ternative implementations of the moving-average filter are pos-
sible with reduced memory requirements, but at the expense of
performing computations with a longer digital word [26]. Such
simpler hardware implementations would be better suited for
FPGA or custom IC based implementations.

The self-adjustable dead-zone method can be considered a
digital implementation of the analog fixed regulation band con-
trol with variable PI compensator parameters [19], [23]. In com-
parison with the analog realizations, the digital implementation
provides an added degree of flexibility in programming the com-
pensator parameters. In addition, the adaptive adjustment of the
dead zone results in improved transient responses by eliminating
the delay in the response due to the slow compensator action
while the output voltage is within the regulation band.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experimental prototype based on the block diagram shown
in Fig. 8 has been used to test the presented control methods.

Fig. 8. Experimental system.

A. Experimental Prototype

An experimental 250 W boost PFC operating at 200-kHz
switching frequency is controlled by an ADMC-401 16-b DSP
evaluation board. To implement the fixed dead-zone voltage
loop controller described in Section II, the resolution of the
analog to digital converter was limited to six bits. In the
implementation of the self-adjusting dead-zone controller of
Section IV, 8 b of the on-board A/D converter output were used.

Although the ADMC-401 includes a 16-b fixed-point pro-
cessor, 8-b arithmetic was used for all computations in order
to show that the complete system could be implemented with
a simpler hardware. The output voltage is controlled at 375 V,
and sampled at 4 kHz. This frequency satisfies the re-
quirement , and at the same time allows imple-
mentation of both high-bandwidth and low-bandwidth digital
compensators using 8-b arithmetic.

The operating point of the analog to digital converter in the
fixed dead-zone controller is selected to give an equivalent
output voltage quantization step equal to 15 V around the
operating point. This quantization step is slightly larger than
the maximum expected peak-to-peak ripple across the output
filter capacitor. The input current is sampled at 200 kHz using
the variable-delay sampling method and the current control
loop described in [7]. The same hardware structure was used for
verification of both the fixed and the self-adjusting dead-zone
control methods. All modifications required to implement the
self-adjusting dead-zone controller were completed in software.

B. Steady-State Operation and Limit-Cycling Issues

In general, a feedback system with a strong nonlinearity, such
as the dead zone, is susceptible to instabilities, which can re-
sult in undesirable limit cycle oscillations. In typical limit cycle
oscillations, the converter voltage and currents bounce periodi-
cally around a desired steady-state operating point. This type of
instability can occur even in analog PFCs with a regulation band
[19], [20], [23]. When the output voltage is within the regulation
band, the voltage regulation loop is effectively open. Because of
the analog integrator drift in the voltage-loop error amplifier, or
because of the integral action of the output filter capacitor, the
open-loop output voltage tends to drift toward one of the reg-
ulation band limits, and then back toward the other limit. As a
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result, the output voltage and the amplitude of the input current
may bounce periodically around the desired steady-state values.

In this section, we examine steady-state operation and
possible limit-cycle oscillations in the proposed digital dead-
zone controllers. Experimental results are used to illustrate the
discussion.

Consider a PFC with a resistive load R and the fixed
dead-zone controller of Section II. In steady state, referring
to Fig. 4, the command is constant and, neglecting
losses, the output power averaged over one half line cycle is

. The steady-state solution for
the dc output voltage can be found from

(9)

Because of the quantization of the command , the finite res-
olution of the A/D converters for sensing the input voltage
and the input current , as well as the finite resolution of the
DPWM, the power is also quantized. Let be the power
quantization level, i.e., the effective least significant bit (LSB)
value of the average power delivered to the output. From (9)
we can find the quantization step in the output voltage
that corresponds to the power quantization level

(10)

(11)

Similar to the static no-limit-cycling condition formulated in
[29], [30] for digitally controlled dc/dc converters, the static
no-limit-cycling condition for the PFC with the fixed dead-zone
controller can be formulated in terms of the output voltage quan-
tization step and the quantization step of the output
voltage A/D converter

(12)

Notice that (12) is a necessary condition for existence of a stable
steady-state solution. If the condition (12) is not satisfied, the
output voltage will bounce around the desired steady-state
value. Combining (11) and (12), we have the static no-limit-cy-
cling condition

(13)

which implies that the effective resolution in the power com-
mand must be better than the resolution of the voltage A/D con-
verter. This condition is comparable to the static no-limit-cy-
cling condition for digitally controlled dc/dc converters [29],
[30], which states that the effective DPWM resolution (in terms
of the output voltage) must be better than the resolution of the
A/D converter. For a given input line voltage, in (13) depends
on the hardware realization, and is a constant. Hence, the con-
dition (13) is more difficult to meet at lower output power.

In our experimental prototype with the fixed dead-time con-
troller, we found that the PFC has a stable steady-state opera-
tion without limit-cycle oscillations for the output power greater
than about 50 W, or about 20% of the maximum output power.

Fig. 9. Limit-cycle oscillations in the experimental PFC with the fixed
dead-zone controller at a light load (45 W). Time scale is 50 ms/div, Ch.1:
v (t), 50 V/div, Ch-2: i (t), 0.2 A/div. The input rms voltage is 110 V.

Fig. 10. Input current and output voltage in steady state operation of the PFC
with the self-adjustable dead-zone controller. The input voltage is V =
110 rms, and the output load is 45 W (top) and 75 W (bottom) Ch-1: v (t),
50 V/div, Ch-2: i (t) 0.5 A/div.

For example, Fig. 9 shows limit cycle oscillations at the output
power of 45 W.

For analog PFC controller with a regulation band, a PI com-
pensator with changing parameters (slow inside the regulation
band, and fast outside the regulation band) has been proposed as
a solution to the limit-cycle oscillation problem [19]. As noted
in Section IV, the self-adjustable dead-zone controller is a dig-
ital implementation of this approach.

Fig. 10 shows stable steady-state operation of the PFC with
the adjustable dead-zone controller at 45 W and at 75 W. No
limit cycle oscillations are observed. Fig. 11 shows an expanded
view of the steady-state input voltage and ac line current, demon-
strating low harmonic distortion and high power factor of the ex-
perimental PFC rectifier with adjustable dead-zone control.
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Fig. 11. Input current and rectified input voltage in steady-state operation of
the PFC with the self-adjustable dead-zone controller. The rms value of the input
voltage is 110 V, the output voltage is regulated at 375 V and the output load
is 100 W. The measured power factor is 0.997. Ch-1: v (t), 50 V/div, Ch-2:
i (t) 1 A/div.

Fig. 12. Load transient response of the experimental PFC system with a
conventional, slow controller for 100 W–50 W and 50 W–100 W load changes
for V = 110 V. Time scale 200 ms/div, Ch-1: v (t), 60 V/div, Ch-2:
i (t), 1 A/div.

C. Load Transient Responses

As a reference, Fig. 12 shows 100 W–50 W–100 W load tran-
sient responses of the PFC with a conventional, slow voltage
loop controller. This controller is the same as the low-band-
width controller of the self-adjustable dead-zone method. Large
overshoots and dips of the output voltage can be observed, with
settling times that extend over a number of line periods. The
overshoots cause additional voltage stresses on the components,
while the voltage dips could cause a loss of regulation at high
input line voltage, and increased current stresses on a down-
stream converter. Attempting to increase the bandwidth of the
voltage loop without eliminating even harmonics of the line fre-
quency from the loop results in much higher harmonic distor-
tion, as shown in [7] and [18].

Figs. 13–15 show load transient responses of the fixed and
self-adjustable dead-zone controllers for the 100 W–150 W–
100 W output load change. Because of the increased voltage
ripple at heavier loads, the output voltage regulation in the fixed
dead-zone controller is improved, and since the output power
is relatively high, no limit cycle oscillations are observed. Both
methods result in very similar load transient responses. Com-
pared to the conventional low-bandwidth design, the responses
are much faster, and the voltage overshoots and dips are signif-
icantly smaller. Fig. 15 shows that similar transient responses
are obtained at high line voltage, even though no feed-forward

Fig. 13. Load transient response for 100 W–150 W–100 W output load
changes in the experimental PFC with the fixed dead-zone controller (top) and
the self-adjustable dead-zone controller (bottom). Time scale 50 ms/div, Ch-1:
v (t), 50 V/div, Ch-2: load transient, Ch-4: i (t), 0.5 A/div. The input rms
voltage is 110 V.

Fig. 14. Details of the load transient responses for 100 W–150 W–100 W
output load changes in the experimental PFC with the adjustable dead-zone
controller. Top: light-to-heavy load transient. Bottom: heavy-to-light load
transient. Time scale is 20 ms/div, Ch-1: v (t), 10 V/div (ac-coupling), Ch-2:
i (t),1 A/div. The input rms voltage is 110 V.

compensation of the input voltage was implemented in the ex-
perimental PFC with the self-adjustable dead-zone controller.
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Fig. 15. Output voltage and input current during load transients between
150 W and 250 W for the input rms voltage of 110 V (top) and 220 V (bottom).
The time scale is 50 ms/div, Ch-1: v (t), 10 V/div (ac-coupling), Ch-2:
i (t), 2 A/div.

Fig. 16. Output voltage and input current during a 30–60 W load transient
in the experimental PFC with the fixed dead-zone controller (top), and the
self-adjustable dead-zone controller (bottom). The time scale is 100 ms/div,
Ch1: v (t), 50 V/div, Ch-2: i (t), 0.5 A/div.

Fig. 16 shows light-load transients (30 to 60 W). For the fixed
dead-zone method, limit-cycle oscillations can be observed for

the light load case (30 W). When the output power is increased
to 60 W, the PFC with the fixed dead-zone controller exhibits
a stable steady-state operation. No limit-cycle oscillations are
observed when the self-adjustable dead-zone controller is ap-
plied. These observations are consistent with the discussion in
Section V-B.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper describes a dead-zone control method for im-
provement of voltage loop dynamic responses in digitally con-
trolled low-harmonic rectifiers [i.e., power factor correctors
(PFC)]. Implementation of the dead-zone controller is based
on a simple modification of the analog-to-digital converter
characteristic and does not require any additional hardware
or processing. The dead-zone is the range of output voltages
that produces a zero error at the output of the A/D converter.
By selecting the A/D resolution, i.e., its quantization step,
around the reference, the dead-zone is selected to be larger
than the expected output voltage ripple. In steady-state, the
output voltage error is zero and the second harmonic does not
affect operation of the voltage loop. In transients, a fast voltage
loop can be designed to quickly bring the output voltage back
to regulation, without increasing distortion of the input line
current.

A method for fast voltage loop compensator design is
also shown. It is based on a transformation of the nonlinear
time-varying model of the fast voltage loop into a linear
time-invariant system using a describing function model for
the voltage A/D converter, and the frozen coefficient method
to replace the time-varying part of the system with a linear,
time-invariant model. The system stability can be verified using
a method based on the circle criterion.

Two versions of the dead-zone method are presented: a fixed
dead-zone controller and a self-adjusting dead-zone controller.
In the fixed dead-zone method, the zero error range has a
constant value, designed for the maximum expected output
voltage ripple. In the self-adjustable method, the dead zone
is adjusted to match the actual output voltage ripple. With
changes in the control software and a relatively small increase
in processing, the self-adjusting dead-zone controller offers
improved static voltage regulation and improved steady-state
operation without limit cycle oscillations. Both dead-zone
controllers offer much faster voltage transient responses and
significantly reduced voltage overshoots and dips compared to
standard, low-bandwidth voltage controllers in PFC systems.

Experimental results obtained on a DSP controlled 250-W
boost PFC operating at 200-KHz switching frequency show an
order of magnitude faster load transient responses with the dead-
zone controllers compared to the responses with a conventional
low-bandwidth controller.

Advantages of the proposed method include: smaller output
voltage variations, a potential for less conservative designs of
the PFC and downstream dc/dc converters, and simpler con-
troller implementation compared to alternative methods for im-
provement of voltage-loop dynamic responses in digitally con-
trolled PFC systems.
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